
Group RM

Gone are those traditional days where airline revenue analysts manage 
the group travel bookings in paper mode. GroupRM, an innovative solution 
automates the group booking process by enabling revenue analyst to better 

manage group sales in line with revenue management strategy.

GroupRM is an innovative solution that helps airlines to 

effectively control group traffic. It aids in increasing 

sales by enabling the group analysts to better manage 

and optimize group sales.

GroupRM works as an independent application or in 

conjunction with a revenue management system to

determine if it is economically favorable to accept the determine if it is economically favorable to accept the 

group request by comparing the revenue from the 

group against the cost of displacing individual

passengers.

GrouRM helps the airline in collating all group request into a 
single data source. The collated data is used to predict the 
behavior of group request, evaluate them and quote an 
appropriate group fare. The application further helps the 
analysts go beyond quoting of group fare and provides an 
interface to provide time limits and deposit follow-ups and 
send alerts for them to the requestor. 

The automation of group follow-up helps the group analyst 
to spend more of their time in managing exceptions and 
converting potential groups.

Group Revenue Management Tool

Airlines handles group bookings separately since they
requires special fares, booking procedures, payment
procedures and handling procedures. 

Using GroupRM to automate the group desk, airlines can 
expect to experience signicant improvements in 
revenue and customer satisfaction coupled with booking 
efficiency and reduced manual intervention. The efficiency and reduced manual intervention. The 
standardization of processes allows for transparency
 between departments  of group desk, revenue management 
and sales, thus minimizes redundancy of functions and 
increases communications. 

The reduction of manual processes and consolidation of
systems results in more consistent reporting and in-depth systems results in more consistent reporting and in-depth 
and sophisticated analysis capabilities.

Automate group request responses

Manage group revenue effectively

Highly manual and time consuming
process requiring

Non-compliance of policies and
procedures

 Lack of standardized pricing strategy

Group follow-up to ensure closure

Manual error prone process for
updating names

Lack of MIS
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Optimal revenue management

Automatic implementation of the pricing strategy through the system results in lower revenue leakage.

Key features of GroupRM

Increase group revenue

Maintain quicker turnaround time
to respond to group requests results
in increased customer satisfaction

Optimizing the pricing based on cost of displacing individual passengers helps in increasing the revenue for higher demand 
ights.

Visibility into the performance of requestor in terms of group conversion and retention could result in aggresive
pricing in lower demand ights and prevent spoilage in higher demand ights.

Systematic follow-up for conrmation and payments results in lower spoilage and increased revenue.

Provide discounts, run sales campaigns, provide xed fares for different combination of sectors, departure dates, ight load,
booking dates and many more

Customization to the core

Requests can be raised and processed between multiple sectors, open dates, wide range of fares, occupancy and 
demand

Allows airline to set fares and provide discounts at combination of load, days to depart, size of the group and run the 
show with different policies with numerous policy criteria

Propose alternative solutions to requests such as alternate ights, new dates, split group pax, nearby sectors to satisfy 
group demands

Facilitate negotiations at fare, passengers, sector and departure dates

Customizable MIS reports to track and follow-up the groups to optimize the network and pricing.

Increase customer satisfaction

Reduced turn around time to respond to group requests results in increased customer satisfaction.

The interface allowing them to systematically enter and track the group requests through different stages.

Transparent standardized pricing and policies results in a clear communication to the customers.

Interface for the customer to upload the names by themselves reduces error and increases their satisfaction.

MIS capability for the travel agents helps them to understand their customer behavior better and thereby increases
satisfaction with the group solution.

Make informed decisions

Automate the implementation of
pricing strategy

Follow up for conrmation and
payments resulting in lower spoilage 
and increased revenue
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Negotiate

Travel agent request
 raising form 

Dashboard for travel agent

Agent view of the quote where he can 
select flight options provided, accept 
the fre, negiotiate the fare or decline 

the offer

Dashboard for travel agent

The only online group sales portal for travel agents to manage and track the group bookings. 

The portal allows agents to register themselves and start raising the group request and get quicker 
quotes from airlines. 

The tool has been designed to provide fares based on multiple pricing strategies such as static fare, dynamic fare 
and competitor fare. 

The agent can negotiate the fare through the portal and make decisions. 

There are multiple payment options such as agency account, cash mode, credit card, net banking and credit shell There are multiple payment options such as agency account, cash mode, credit card, net banking and credit shell 
which customers may use to make payment in different timeline dened by airlines. 

The customers are also provided interface to upload passenger names to eliminate the data entry error.

Agents can further add SSR and make remaining payment. 

The follow-up module sends the automatic email reminder for customer to accept the quote, make payments and 
update passenger name list ensuring the booking is closed.

MIS capability for travel agents help them to understand their customer behaviour better and thereby increases
satisfaction with the group solution.satisfaction with the group solution.

Features for travel agents

Infiniti Software Solutions

Infiniti is perceived as the travel technology partner by airlines, corporates, 
travel agencies around the globe. Innovative products and solutions delivered by 
us have helped organizations to maximize revenue and minimise costs.
The expertise in travel domain at Infiniti provides world class consulting, 
support, infrastructure services.

New Adhoc Booking

Onward time range

Return time range

Cabin

Start End

Start End

Select Flight

Origin*

Destination*

Onward date*

Return date*

Cabin

Onward time range*

Return time range*

Accept Negotiate Decline
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